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Here are 365 daily reflections by Selwyn Hughes organized into six themes and complemented by a

special Bible reading guide for added insights.
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Day One "Fresh Water!" "When it empties into the Sea, the water there becomes fresh." (v.8) For

reading & meditation &#x96; Ezekiel 47:1&#x96;12 Our subject is a challenging but deeply inspiring

one &#x96; Staying Spiritually Fresh. The idea for this theme arose out of a letter I received some

time ago which said: "Over the past year or so, my Christian life has become stale &#x96;

insufferably so. I have lost the freshness and spontaneity I once knew. Can you say something that

will help bring back the sparkle into my Christian experience? What is the remedy?" I want to

introduce you to twelve principles which, when put into practice, will enable you to maintain spiritual

freshness even though around you all may be stale and arid. They have worked for me for over forty

years &#x96; I believe they will also work for you. But can we expect always to live in a state of

spiritual alertness and freshness? Isn&#x92;t that being unrealistically optimistic? Well, what does

Scripture say? It shows that the people of God are meant to be beautiful gardens in the midst of a

dry desert. The prophet Isaiah puts it like this: "And you shall be like a watered garden and like a

spring of water whose waters fail not" (Isa. 58:11, Amplified Bible). In our text for today, Ezekiel

speaks of the river flowing "into the Dead Sea, into the brackish waters which shall turn fresh"

(Moffatt). How thrilling. The river of God flowing into our dead seas turns them fresh. Whatever



reasons there are for our lives becoming spiritually stale, it is quite clear from Scripture that they

need not be so. God offers to exchange His strength daily for our weakness, His freshness for our

staleness. Let&#x92;s go for it. Prayer My Father and my God, I come at the beginning of these

meditations to ask that You will make my life like a watered garden. Let Your fresh rivers run into my

dead seas so that my whole being is revived &#x96; day after day after day. Amen. --This text refers

to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I love this devotional. I bought it to replace another copy I had that was worn and falling apart.

Selwyn Hughes is a gifted writer and his devotionals are my favorite by far. They are challenging,

thought-provoking, very timely and relevant. I look forward to each daily reading, and I feel a more

intimate connection with God as I believe He speaks to me through the daily lessons. I am confident

He is renewing my heart and mind every morning. I find other devotionals to be too simple, often

"dumbed down". This devotional is intelligent, articulate, and completely grounded in God's word.

This is my second from Hughes, and I love it.

This is an amazing devotional chock full of insight and wisdom regarding the Bible and God's plan

for our lives.

I love these devotions. They greatly enhance my faith journey. The author causes me to look deep

within myself, and to examine my beliefs. He is awesome.

This is the best devotional book I have ever purchased. I bought it for prayer team at church. Was

quite a lovely experience......getting 30 used ones from everywhere. Wish there had been a way to

purchase and have them shipped as one shipping cost

I got this book for a fiend,but I haev one like it and I really like it.Selwyn tells it like it is in every day

life and how a Christian sees God.We have made Him be like us-and not we to be more like

Him.Lots to think on.The book arrived in great condition and earlier than expected.I was very happy

with the seller.

Great book, great service!



I read his books every year again and again. Life gets to you if you are not close to your Lord. You

get to life if you are. I forget so easily and need the reminders and they are like new to me. Would

always recommend them to anyone.
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